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at all save here and there go prudently into hiding; a few Jews
lifted their all and crossed the frontier. But in the Herrenklub
there was satisfaction.
And they had some right to satisfaction. Hitler had put up
no better fight than Schlcicher; he had not taken power against
them like a conqueror,, as he had threatened to do; he accepted
it from them standing to attention, and from a gentleman standing
to attention there is nothing to fear.
Of his real feelings when as chancellor, Hitler descended the
steps of the presidential palace, there is no record. But he was
no hero to feel the shame of it all The intrigue was more after
his heart than the battle, and the greatest of all intrigues was to
come. To loyalty to the pledge he had given the President he
attached no more importance than to loyalty either to his friends
or his ideals; there is only one loyalty in the one-man party. There
was no need to act now., much less believe in his own acting. This
was the old game over again, the wily mean creeping to power.
In 1926 he had made a beginning with a reconciliation and the
road therefrom was strewn with the reconciled; he had begun
another stage with a reconciliation in 1933 and the subsequent
road would likewise be strewn with his victims. The subjugation
of Papen and Hugenberg and Hindenburg would be a long but
a congenial process at the end of which the one-man party would
have become the one-man country.
He had only one fear—the party. Although the last twelve
months had seen the iinal departure of the honest and the intelli-
gent among his associates, he had still to make sure that the mass
mistook the semblance for the reality. It was not altogether easy.
There is to the crafty leader great advantage in having for fol-
lowers enthusiasts who have refrained from training themselves
to think* There is also a danger^ for the enthusiast, almost im-
pervious to doubt, is very receptive to impressions* Now for
months the picture of "Hitler the Conqueror" had been so im-
pressed upon them that it had become so real as to make it at
least likely that the most blindly credulous would see some dif-
ference between the picture and the fact. At all costs the party
must be kept from thinking, To the task of deluding the enthusiasts

